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Blue Cedar No-Code Integration
Service for BlackBerry Dynamics
The Blue Cedar No-Code Integration Service for BlackBerry Dynamics makes it easy to modify mobile apps to be manageable
by BlackBerry Unified Endpoint Management (UEM) without requiring source code access or having to write code.

Enhance Mobile App Without Writing Code

Features

The No-Code Integration Service for BlackBerry Dynamics automatically embeds the

• Support for iOS and Android apps

following BlackBerry mobile application management (MAM) and security features in
mobile apps.
• BlackBerry Dynamics: Enable MAM and app security controls such as identity
& authorization, secure storage, secure communications, identity & access
management, single sign-on authentication, secure access to corporate data, and
app-level controls for IT.
• BlackBerry App Configuration: Configure app management for apps written to
AppConfig.org standards.
• BlackBerry AppKinetics: Securely exchange data and commands, such as transfer
file, open URL, and send email, between BlackBerry Dynamics-enabled apps.
• BlackBerry Launcher: Switch quickly between BlackBerry Dynamics-enabled apps,
including BlackBerry productivity apps such as BlackBerry Work, BlackBerry Access,
BlackBerry Connect, BlackBerry Edit, BlackBerry Notes, and BlackBerry Tasks.
• BlackBerry Persona: Determine a user’s current risk level, using AI-driven threat

• Modify mobile apps built on any
development framework
• Enable manageability by
BlackBerry UEM
• Add the following MAM and
security features.
• BlackBerry Dynamics
• BlackBerry Dynamics
• BlackBerry App Configuration
• BlackBerry AppKinetics
• BlackBerry Launcher
• BlackBerry Persona
• BlackBerry Watermark

protection, and take action to adapt the behavior of BlackBerry Dynamics-enabled
apps to that level of risk.
• BlackBerry Watermark: Add a watermark to app screens of BlackBerry Dynamicsenabled apps to deter users from leaking data via screenshots or photos.
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Modify Apps Built On Any Framework
The Blue Cedar No-Code Integration Service for BlackBerry Dynamics uses patented technology to add this functionality to iOS
and Android mobile apps. The No-Code Integration Service rapidly scans tens of thousands of API calls in a mobile app’s code,
from the app layer to the network layer, to find points where the new functionality should be integrated. This depth of visibility
means that the No-Code Integration Service can be used with mobile apps developed on any app framework, including the
popular ones shown below.

Execute Complete Mobile App Deployments
Orchestrate entire mobile app deployments from within the Blue Cedar Platform. Use the No-Code Deployment Service for BlackBerry
Dynamics with other services, such as app import, app scanning, app signing, and app distribution, to build workflows that
minimize deployment overhead and automate mobile app deployment tasks. Pre-built integrations to your CI/CD pipelines, security
tools, and mobile technology stack reduce the overhead of manually coordinating mobile app deployment tasks across multiple
teams and complex toolchains.
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The Blue Cedar Platform is transforming mobile app deployment by helping Fortune 500 companies, governments and
independent software vendors orchestrate all app modification, security, compliance, and release activities in unified
deployment pipelines. The Platform includes a no-code integration service that adds new functionality to mobile apps without
requiring source code access or writing code. Blue Cedar integrates with popular tools and systems used in mobile app
deployment, including GitHub, GitLab, Microsoft Endpoint Manager, BlackBerry UEM, Digital.ai, Google Play and the Apple
Custom Store. Founded in 2016, Blue Cedar is funded by leading venture capital firms and is headquartered in San Francisco.
For more information, visit www.bluecedar.com. 						04162021

